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Workshop Executive Summary
Workshop Overview
Workshop Name

The Veranda Street Bridge Replacement Project Workshop

Workshop Date

April 30, 2019

Time
Location

Schedule of
Events

Workshop Goals

Sponsor
Participating
Organizations

Attendees

4:00 PM – 7:00 PM
Holiday Inn by the Bay – Casco Bay Room
88 Spring Street
Portland, Maine
4:00 PM – 5:00 PM – Attendee registration and open house
5:00 PM – 5:05 PM – Welcome to attendees from MaineDOT
5:05 PM – 5:35 PM – Table discussions rotation one
5:40 PM – 6:10 PM – Table discussions rotation two
6:15 PM – 6:45 PM – Table discussions rotation three
6:45 PM – 7:00 PM – Thank you, end of event



Present bridge alignment design options to stakeholders
Solicit stakeholder feedback and input before design alternative is
finalized

MaineDOT
MaineDOT
City of Portland
HNTB
WSP
Sixty-five participants representing homeowners in the Veranda Street area,
community organizations, public officials, and Portland residents attended the
workshop (see appendix 5 for information on where attendees work and live).
Participants heard about the workshop from:
 Direct mailer
 Facebook
 Word of mouth
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The workshop included a one-hour open house where participants viewed the alignment
options and exhibits regarding technical topics. Representatives from MaineDOT, the
City of Portland, the Project Engineer, and the design team, HNTB, circulated and talked
with attendees about the project. Subject matter experts were available to discuss and
answer questions.

Following the open house, attendees were invited to join a facilitated discussion about
one of the six project areas of focus at a table.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alignment
Bike/Ped
Construction
Green Space
Safety
Traffic

After 30 minutes, attendees were asked to rotate to another table – the workshop
offered three rotations. Industry experts from MaineDOT, HNTB or the City of Portland
facilitated all the discussions, and each table had a notetaker to capture the
conversations. All notes are in the appendices of this report.
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Workshop Goal and Objectives
The main goal of the workshop was to present information and design options to
attendees and solicit feedback from all in attendance before MaineDOT makes a final
design alternative decision.

Workshop Highlights
Participants were engaged, sharing ideas and asking questions. Below are comments
from attendees:

MaineDOT is doing a great job with little money. – Construction table
Better to take time on the project and do it right, then to rush it. – Bike/Ped table
The project team is doing a great job. Visuals are helpful, and all the hard work is
appreciated. – Traffic table
Happy the project team has accommodated residents and are listening to the public. Alignment table

I like everything I am seeing here today. – Alignment table
A suggestion from another participant encouraged organizers to print copies of materials
into packets.

Helpful to have one central location for all handouts so participants can get meeting
materials without interrupting discussions at other tables. – Traffic table

Overarching Themes
Throughout the workshop and across all six tables, reoccurring themes surfaced. These
themes include:
•
•
•
•

Important to decrease motorist speed
Bike/pedestrian safety is a priority along the route
Attendees excited about the opportunity for green space
Multiuse paths should connect (now or in the future) to neighboring areas
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Table Discussion Themes
Below are the overarching themes from each of the six tables.

Alignment Discussions
At the alignment table, participants reviewed the different design options and shared
their preferences. Below are the key takeaways from the alignment discussion groups:







Participants had mixed opinions on the preferred alignment. Alignment option 2B
had the most voiced support, followed by alignment 2A, and then followed by
option 1, 3A and 3B.
Some participants expressed a dislike for specific designs. 3A and 3B received the
most voiced objections, and one person voiced opposition for 2A.
Participant-focused feedback included concerns on improving sightlines – there
was a range of comments on how to accomplish this.
Participants were pleased that there will be a central green space available for
the community’s use.
Participants received clarification regarding the maintenance of green space. The
City of Portland will maintain the central green space and homeowners will be
responsible for the green space in front of their houses.
Participants received clarification that the traffic signals are to be actuated, not
timed.

The green space along the water will be lovely and the naturalized buffer zone is really
nice. – participant

Bike/Pedestrian Discussions
Participants agreed the current area is not safe for bikers, pedestrians, and motorists.






Participants decided that they want the multi-use path to connect to different
neighborhoods (Tukey’s Bridge/Back Cove and Martin’s Point).
Participants want to have both a multi-use path and a bike path.
Participants received clarification on which areas were proposed bike paths,
multi-use paths, and sidewalks.
Participants agreed that it is essential to find a way to slow down traffic to make
it safer for bikers, walkers and people crossing the street.
Participants requested bike activated traffic signals to improve safety.

The project area is key to linking Tukey’s Bridge and Martin’s point and it is important to
ensure it is safe for cyclists because it is not safe right now. - participant
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Construction Discussions





Participants gained clarification on hours of construction and road closures.
Participants requested that there be excellent communication about
construction activities since it is a highly trafficked area.
Participants received clarification on the anticipated flow of traffic and road
closure details.
Participants received clarification on night construction plans.

Once in a lifetime experience to see accelerated bridge construction. – participant

Green Space Discussions








Participants suggested that they want the multi-use path to connect to other
neighborhood paths.
Participants discussed and learned about a naturalized green space.
Participants discussed the materials that may be used to build the naturalized
project green space.
Participants wanted to know who will be responsible for maintaining the project
green space and officials explained the City of Portland would care for the shared
space, the residents would care for the green space in front of the homes.
Participants recommended a noise wall.
Participants recommended path lighting.
Participants addressed a need for people to access the green space safely.

Having just been at the alignment table, some of the new alignment options show
parking with a sidewalk in a pinched space. The concern is that a new sidewalk would
then have to be ripped up for a multi-use path. The projects should tie into one another.
The concern is that the city and DOT are not doing enough to tie the projects into one
another. – participant

Safety Discussions





Motorist speed is a major concern in the area.
Participants had mixed feelings about the need for street parking – generally
agreed that the Southside of the street parking is more favorable if parking stays.
Participants noted that pedestrians and runners use the street because the
sidewalks are bad.
Participants believe high visibility crosswalks would be great to improve safety
for pedestrians.

The high visibility crosswalks and pedestrian signals will be good – currently you “take
your life in your hands” trying to cross. – participant
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Traffic Discussions






Participants had mixed reviews about having a center turning lane.
Participants do not want raised islands.
Participants asked about actuated or timed traffic signals– actuated signals are
the current plan.
Participants want actuated signals to be bike friendly.
Participants were concerned about traffic speed on the road.

Incorporating a center turning lane is a very bad idea because it will be used as a passing
lane. – participant

Comment Cards
Comment cards were available at registration and at all tables in the workshop room
throughout the event. Attendees were encouraged to complete comment cards and
leave these with the facilitators at each table or in the box at the registration table. All
comment cards were collected and are in the appendices of this report.
35 comment cards were collected at the workshop. 12 participants who filled out a
comment card requested a follow up call from MaineDOT (see first section of appendix
3).

Key Takeaways


Participants want to see more greenspace as well as a safe planned bike path.
o Connection to existing paths
o Some liked more greenspace to the north in line with alignments 2b or 3a
– others wanted more greenspace along the waterway.
o Desire for any greenspace or bike path through greenspace to be
naturalized, not paved.
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o Emphasis on a bike path being part of the project (and future projects).
Strong desire expressed for noise reduction.
o Residents would like a noise wall.
o Replacing trees that were cut down could serve as meeting in the middle.
Several comments stated that parking should be removed.
o There is already public parking at Martin’s Point (if there must be parking, it
was recommended it be for handicapped space only).
o On-street parking will not be needed as the driveways will be extended.
Safety – General support for high visibility crosswalks, radar limit signs, flashing
beacons.
Differentiating opinions on center turn lane
o Two comments against for roadway speed reasons
o Three comments in favor for safety reasons

Excerpts from Comment Cards
“Encouraged by bike, ped, greenspace and attention to safety on the project. Big yes to
more signal lights.” – participant, Falmouth
“Prefer the high visibility crosswalk, radar limit signs, hatched bike lane buffers and
flashing beacons.” – participant, Portland
“Keep the greenspace naturalized, not a formal park.” - participant
“Please no turn lanes or parking lots! Love the lights, keep it simple, bike sensitive traffic
light should be included, and the geometry of turns should be reduced.” – participant,
Portland
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Appendices
1. Sign-In Sheets
a. Transcribed
b. Scanned Originals
2. Table Discussion Notes
3. Comment Cards
a. Transcribed
b. Scanned Originals
4. How Did You Hear About the Project Information
a. Transcribed
b. Scanned Originals
5. Where I Work and Live Information
6. Exhibits
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Sign-In Sheets
Transcribed:
Name

Organization

Title

R. Louch
J.K. Barten
Keri Gibbon
Jake Jeppson

Martins Point

Facility Manager 207-3316439
Volunteer
Chair
207-4154662

Sue Wall
Steven Scharf
Katherine
Benedict
Kara Wooldrik
Mike
Pomerlew
Jordan Keeler
Betty Pojak
Nathan
Hankia
Ken Lorenz
David
Jackiewz (?)
Bill Richards

Portland Wheelers
Portland Bike Path
Advisory
Committee

Phone

207-7493840
Portland Trails

Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident

Executive
Director

Falmouth

Email

Jacob.jeppson@martinspoint.org

First Time at
Public
Meeting?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

scsmedia@aol.com

Yes
No

katherinebenedict@gmail.com

No

kara@trails.org

No

mikepomerlew@hotmail.com

Yes

jkeeler@gmail.com

No
Yes

207-7815180
207-4096018
207-7498869

Yes
Kenlorenz83@gmail.com
djdavidskye@gmail.com

No
No
No

Sign-In Sheets
Transcribed:
Sue Ellen
Bordwell
Bruce Hyman
Patrick Volker
Matthew
Cardin
Tony Barrett
Rich Elias
Peg Balane
Jeff Balane
Barbara
Gardner
Chris Wallace
Tyler Trotman
John Mittion
Mike Flaherty
Roberta
Wright
Richard
Wright
Steven Davis
Cheri
Juniewicz

No
C.O.P.
Resident

217-7814721

patrickvolker@gmail.com

No
No

East Coast
Greenway

barretttony@mac.com

No

Peg.balane@gmail.com

No
No
No

baragardner@gmail.com

Trotman
Development LLC

207-3220456

cwallace@gwi.net
tylergreenwaytrotman@gmail.com

No
Yes

Yes
Michaelflaherty584ES@yahoo.com Yes

FHWA
Resident

Transportation
Engineer

207-7813768
207-7813768
207-5124924
207-7560717

Steven.davis@dot.gov

No

cj@maine.rr.com

No

Sign-In Sheets
Transcribed:
Rebecca A.
Hynd
Michael Banks

Resident

Tim Fortin

Property/Business
Owner
Property Owner

Jaime Parker

Portland Trails

207-5428287
207-5047751
207-2102209
Transportation
Manager

Bonnie
Resident
Wedster
Robert Daniels Resident
Richard Hutch

Resident

May Gleen

Resident

Peter Daiyle
Kristine
Keeney

No

mbanks@homesinmaine.com

No
Yes

jaime@trails.org
708-3076776
207-3295108
603-9189333
603-9186884

Paul Drinan
Michelle
Noyes
Dane
Hutchins
Tony Rioux

rebeccahynd@hotmail.com

bwedster@gmail.com

Yes

Danielsrober67@gmail.com

Yes
No

gleenmay@gmail.com

No

pdrinan@gmail.com
No

Resident
East Coast
Greenway

207-7300772
207-8385020
203-5307194

Mitmoso5@yahoo.com

No

Pete_daiyle@yahoo.com

No

kristine@greenway.org

No

Sign-In Sheets
Transcribed:
Judy Souviney

207-6712367
207-8921165
207-7733345
207-4150364
207-6504672
651-3150524
207-7724334

Rod Bernier
Peter Stuckey
Ken O’Brien
Tom Bruns
John
Wensman
Christopher
Bruni
Lynn Dombeh
Donna Lawler
Claire Radke
Sandy
Donahue
Gerald
Laplante
Harold Spetla
Cynthia
Getchell
Bradley Gradg

207-6531454
207-7731410
207-8359636

Resident
Owner
GPCOG
Resident
Resident

Planner

jsouviney@gmail.com

No

rbernier@email.usps.gov
Stuckeyp42@gmail.com
Kob22225@mac.com
Yes
jkwensman@gmail.com

No

cbruni@maine.rr.com
dlawler@hotmail.com
cradke@maine.rr.com
jekld@msn.com

No

Glaplante9057@yahoo.com

Yes

Sign-In Sheets
Transcribed:
Holly Winger

Resident

207-6717773

Holly.winger@gmail.com

No

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB

Rotation 1:
16 participants joined the session.
Comments/Questions (Answers in parenthesis) New bullets depict different person
talking.














Space on the north, esplanade or trees a potential? (Trees can be sight distance
issue).
Who has control on the north side? (State will maintain existing row, individuals
will be responsible for maintenance).
o Options to Purchase? (No, is the current policy).
Will you be talking to individuals on the impacts to each parcel? (Yes, ROW group
will talk to each abutter, slight driveway widening and adjustments etc. will be
discussed for specific public/individual needs).
3A and 3B are favored by individual, noise and pollution are concerns. Parking
removed and adding a bike lane will shift cars closer. Also, 3A and 3B will improve
sightlines.
o 2nd individuals concur
Parking on the north is not considered at this point? (If parking goes back in, it
needs to be an engineered solution. Formally striped points and needs to be safe
distances away from driveways, sidewalks and side roads, dedicated group on the
south. If on the north then it will be a widened shoulder area and will feel more
open and promote higher speeds, sight distance would also be a concern).
Currently we have parking in front of our home, could there be ownership to the
parking spots on the south to insure use? (Unsure of current policy on this,
driveways get longer and can fit more cars).
Prefer a buffer to residents, can we have jutting in parking spots on the north?
(Drainage, snow removal and other issues make 1 car spots not preferred).
Concerned pulling into and out of Oregon St. The existing middle lanes allows for
a place to pull into and to wait in to pull into. (See traffic table and safety table to

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB














discuss this more, pulling out onto the street is related to sightlines. These
southern shifted alignments allow for greater sightlines and safety).
Changing off ramp of 295, why did we shift the off-ramp so much closer?
Concerned with congestion with the shorter distance between ramps.
I do think the sightlines are extended south on Wordsworth St. to be able to see. I
come out that street a lot and think that would be helpful. People go quite fast
around that corner. Prefer option 2B.
o Also, prefer 2B
I was a fan of Option 1 at last meeting, 2A to me is the preferred, gives something
to everybody. (What about this makes it preferred?) Maximizes open space, and
gives a buffer still to the residents of the area and is a good compromise. I think if
you design with narrower geometry and design speeds to slow traffic down and a
lot of concerns are based on existing road and those issues won’t be as glaring
and will make a better road and a nice waterfront green space. (Is it better to have
sight line to martens point or maximize green space) I won’t say I prefer the less
safe option. But if this is designed correctly then the cars should drive slower, but
there still needs to be green space.
Have we considered removing this off-ramp? It is a small section to Falmouth and
doesn’t seem to serve a large group. (Not in the project scope to remove an off
ramp, what is your opinion on alignment?) Is the green space going to be graded
to be able to sit there?? It is a hole currently? (Yes, see green space table) Is the
drainage going to work without the hole? (Yes, new drainage will be done to allow
for proper drainage).
So, when we see that it is green from parking to off-ramp is that going to be
natural or need to be mowed? (See green space table).
If fertilizer is flowing into the ocean, nobody wants that.
I’m hoping for useful public space not wasted green space. Giving folks larger
front yards they could but public space doesn’t allow for fertilizers. I want a
useable green space “Wildflower Meadow” style.
I prefer 3A or B with shifting traffic closer to homes. People coming north will be
coming to a stop and accelerating. (3A is closer then 2B) I prefer whatever option

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB
increases space in front of homes. I’m all for green space but don’t want people
sleeping there. Noise and vibrations are a problem.
(Tim - Do people care about increased utility cost based on relocation?)








It’s for the future and benefit. 3B not losing that much green space and getting
that much more buffer and line of sight and good for Oregon St.
Personally, want as much space between homes and traffic as possible.
Personally, prefer 3B.
2B is a viable option as well. Keeping green space for people who want it and
providing sightlines.
Are both intersections signalized? (yes).
Why don’t we have a slip/turning roadway (For slower speed and more safe)?
Shift roadway as much to maximize safety while maintaining green space. 2A and
2B are preferred solutions.
Can we add trees or something to help reduce noise from 295 on the slopes of
295?

Session ended – participants moved to other tables

Rotation 2:
10 participants joined the session.
Comments/Questions (Answers in parenthesis) New bullets depict different person
talking.





The original alignment is in the north, right? (Yes).
3A, who manages the space in front of the houses? (MaineDOT will own, but
maintained by owners). So if land owner planted a tree would be against the
rules? (Yes).
Will they subsidize mowing and snow removal? (No) Is there 2 lanes and 2 bike
lanes? What would happen if we added a middle turn lane?? (We would not be
able to fit multiuse path under bridge) Well the turn lane needs to be at

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB

















Wordsworth St. That is where it needs it. (Signalized will help) modeling isn’t real
and counts are not showing actual traffic flow.
I think the green space is lovely, the public space. If I lived there I would be
opposed to that because I pay someone to mow and plow.
I would prefer a bigger front yard and I know people who live there and they
would probably prefer a bigger yard and they also have issues pulling out of roads
so they would appreciate the extra space.
Can you see Martin’s Point in 2A? (No) and 2B you can? (Yes) so the only one that
lets you see is 2A? (Unsure exactly) Has there been discussion about not having
Oregon St. have access and only use Olympia St. as access to Route 1? (We
looked at it early in the process and not something we moved forward).
I live on Oregon St. and take the left every morning. Seeing the bridge doesn’t
matter. If we can see the light It would be fine. I am for as much public green
space as possible.
Is green space going to be graded (Should be graded well, see green space table)?
Traffic signals proposed here? (Yes, 2 proposed) So we have 3 lights? (Yes,
including martins point).
Are they going to connect those signals? (Yes) prefer original plan, but ok with
2A. Off-ramp needs to be pushed closer to I-295 to allow for path.
o (How many folks can see a house on this plan?) 3 or 4 hands raised
o (Concerns with sight seers parked in front of houses? Or multiple tenants
blocking each other in?) - No Comments.
I think original plan would be better. The more you pull it away the lower friction
and gives a more open feel. And the geometry is not as symmetric. The turning
radius gets larger and makes for higher speeds. I totally agree sight distance is
important. And I have gone to this site and the reconfiguration of the road will
help with speeds.
I would like to maximize public green space as much as possible.
Also, concerned with the off-ramp being built so far and blocking the potential
future path. Also, are we going to dig up sidewalk? (we are only milling, not
reconstructing the ramp so we are not) Did you model traffic and see if that ramp

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB



could go down to one lane? (See traffic table and how that impacts the mainline
would open a larger issue) If the multiuse path is coming in how will it fit with the
parking? (Multiuse path will fit and parking will shift.) Why isn’t multiuse path
extended to Martins Point Bridge? (will be coordinated for a future project).
Was there any consideration for ramp to go under the bridge and only have one
intersection? (geometrics didn’t work well, needs a really big bridge opening?) No,
I’m talking about that. I’m talking about going over here and only one intersection.
(would need another bridge and would add cost.) Not a fan of having 3 traffic
lights.
(Tim - Let’s talk about parking. Parking on north or south introduction.)











The longer you make the driveway then people will park at the end of the
driveway and stack which will impact sightlines.
Do all people have driveways? And enough space? (Option 1 currently doesn’t
remove any parking area).
I don’t think that south side parking will be used. If I go to get groceries I wouldn’t
want to walk across. (What about if there is a family gathering would you use
that?) No I don’t think so. I think people will be parking in the bike lanes (they
would be towed).
Are there any alignments that allow for parking on the north side? (We don’t
show it in our graphics but they can all allow for it. Would be a large shoulder and
promote larger speeds).
What do those people want? Has anyone talked to them? (Yes, but what do the
people at this table think?) I’m curious what those specific people think and needs.
(Yes, we have talked to many of them, not all of them but the ROW group will
contact each and specific coordination will take place). I may have a thought what
I prefer but I would hate for them to get the space and see it go un-mowed. I
think a more proactive approach and see what they prefer would make sense. (a
few people agreed).
What are you doing to slow traffic down? (See traffic table).

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB





Amsterdam style parking to protect bike lane?
o 2-3 people disagreed with that approach.
Will signals be coordinated? Martin’s Point light seems to prefer the martin point
people.
Version 1 or 2A is preferred.
Cross walk is not in the right place and should be at the intersection of Oregon St.

Session ended – participants moved to tables around the room

Rotation 3:
2 participants joined the session.
Comments/Questions (Answers in parenthesis) New bullets depict different person
talking.






1.7 acres is really small and I wouldn’t call it a park.
Because visibility is so far to the bridge. Will that encourage people to go faster?
(If anything seeing a car pulling out may slow down?).
I like giving the people on Veranda St. a little space. Not sure how much space
they really need. I like 2A and 2B I don’t like the 3’s (what don’t you like?) They
don’t need that much extra space for the houses and green space is much smaller.
(It’s a matter of balance?) Yes.
I think the space in front of the homes will help make it feel like green space. So, I
consider that public green space. Along the water that green space will be lovely.
Naturalized buffer zone is really nice. Especially with trails going through. I like
the compromise with green space on both sides of the road.
(Having the roadway closer to the houses will make more friction and not higher
speeds with a southern shift?)



I think that right now people drive fast and the roadway is right beside of the
homes.

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB





I like the 2B option. Needs to move away from those homes. Green space area
stays the same just on the other side of the street.
295 is right there so it’s not going to be a space you go to sit it’s going to be a
space you can walk past and something that looks nice to people who drive by.
o “I disagree I would go sit down there. Maybe move away from the roadway
and 295.”
o “But you wouldn’t drive there. It isn’t a destination”
o “Agreed”
o “I would walk that trail everyday but I wouldn’t sit there”
I like 2B also.
(Tim moving to utilities - Do you care about utilities having to relocate and
costs?)









I would prefer 2B either way I think it works better.
Would the path beside 295 be maintained and the trash cleaned out from behind
the fence? (Yes fence will replace the fence and trash will be cleaned as well as
trees removed).
Do we need to have a fence there? (DOT typically has a fence in these locations).
Will there be trees planted in these areas beside 295 because they got mowed
down? (We will have internal dialogue about this).
Will either alignment give opportunity for underground utilities? (Utility owners
decide).
I like 2B the best anyway, but it wouldn’t affect me if they spread the utility cost
out over the state.
(Any options you would be unhappy if we presented?)





3B, I don’t care for.
o Another participant concurred.
o It doesn’t give a buffer for houses near Oregon St. and doesn’t do anything
for larger green space and nothing attractive about 3B.
3A: Don’t like it.

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB




2A: Don’t like it. Doesn’t pull it out enough.
Is this the final public meeting? (No).
Is there a final plan set presented at that meeting and no future changes? (Yes,
and there might be minor tweeks after that but no alignment changes).
(Did you get the mailers for this meeting?)




We got the mailers about 3-4 weeks ago
Got mailers and emails.
(Parking preferences?)



If the parking is required by parks department. I like the reduced 10 spaces and
split between.
(Do you have a preference on alignment? (New person arrived)



That the only concern that I have is improving sightlines for bike/ped and traffic
pulling out while maximizing green space otherwise. I don’t know if people want
to mow and plow in front of the houses, you should ask those people personally.
(Is it worth it to go to 2B for extra sight?)






With light at Martin’s Point. Don’t think you need as much sight because you can
wait till the light changes. Potentially put electronic loop or something for Oregon
St. at Martin’s Point.
I think we need to do something to reduce speed.
I would like to preserve as much green space as possible. Because that is a hidden
treasure.
(Anything else you want to add?)

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB






Are you taking out the center in front of the variety store? Because they parked in
the middle space for deliveries. (Yes, they can park on Wordsworth St.).
There have been 2 accidents since the last meeting at least and it is so unsafe. So
glad you are providing for a straight right turn.
I would really love it to be a simple design so the road doesn’t have to be
peppered with signs and directions because it is a very high wind area and the
signs blowing and vibrating is disturbing for pedestrians.
(Pedestrian Signals for crossing?)
o Yes, but again I don’t want that many signs.
o It is very helpful to have a push button with lights and walk signals. It is
very useful.
o I think it’s too much. I don’t care to add flashers I think that wide open area
with the green space. The wind has been blowing things down. 3
telephone polls have been blown over.

Additional Participants After Sessions Ended:
5 participants joined the informal session.
Comments/Questions (Answers in parenthesis) New bullets depict different person
talking.








It takes away a lot of the green space. If it’s an actual park or nice space, then I
want more space. It needs to look residential which will help them see people and
slow things down.
Why is moving everything south still an alternative? (Due to public feedback).
Which intersections are signalized? Are they coordinated? (3 intersections and
yes).
So, they are never going to be on timers?
At peak times the exit ramp will have priority?
Do we need traffic signals? Could we do flashing lights? (Both signals require
signals).

Alignment Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Joel Kitteridge, MaineDOT
Tim Cote, HNTB

Notetaker: Ethan Davidson, HNTB



Do we need two lanes of traffic for the off ramp? (Intestate operations require it
for safety due to merging and weaving distances).
Is there any way we can use a retaining wall or pull ramp closer to I-295 to
increase green space?
(Preference on alignment?)






I’m concerned with parking on the south side. Should be on the north. (Parking on
north needs to be wider shoulder and higher speeds resulting).
Don’t like 3a or 3b because too much green space on north and not on south.
Concerned with bike lanes dropping at the ramps. Need to add dotted lines across
the intersections. Exit 6 Forest Ave. with green paint to show dedicated lanes.
Concerned with bike lanes needing to use Ped buttons to cross intersections. And
bike boxes for stacking at lights.

Session ended – event wrap up

Bike/Ped Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Patrick Adams, MaineDOT
Lori Driscoll, HNTB

Notetaker: Delia Makhetha, WSP

Rotation 1:
11 participants joined at beginning of session and it grew to about 15 by the end of the
session.











Pat and Lori introduced themselves to the participants.
Facilitators expressed that this will be an open discussion about the bike/ped
accommodations in the areas.
Facilitators asked how many participants are residents?
o Majority in group live in the areas
o 1 person is local business owner and local biker.
o 1 person is the chair of the Portland Bike/Ped coalition.
Facilitators asked if the current bike/ped path meets participants needs?
o One said yes – current path is adequate.
o One said, “Veranda Street is a ‘Kill Zone’” – others nodded in agreement.
o Many noted that sidewalks are narrow.
 One said, lives on Oregon Street and sidewalks are so narrow it is
hard to navigate a stroller.
 One said, a telephone pole is in the middle of a sidewalk, making it
hard to walk/bike.
o One said, rides bike to work each day and scared about crossing the
intersections – others agreed .
One participant said they want the North bound off ramp moved closer to the
highway so that a dedicated multi-use path can be installed. This would cut out
the need to bike/walk through deadly Veranda intersection – others agreed.
o Facilitator noted this is outside the scope of the project.
o Participants understand it is outside of the project scope but believe that it
is better to do it now then to wait.
One participant was frustrated that the under roadway is tough to connect and
having a multi-use path will help to connect Veranda Street with other areas.
One participant was concerned that the Northbound off ramp will be ambiguous,
causing concern for bikers. Asked if traffic lights will be timed or actuated?

Bike/Ped Table Discussion
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o Facilitators could not confirm if lights would be timed or actuated –
recommended participants visit the Traffic Table.
o Discussion continued to talk about camera triggered traffic lights –
participants thought that would be good here.
Participant noted that this area is the key point to link Tukey’s Bridge and Martin’s
Point areas. This is a highly trafficked biking area but it is not safe.
o Many participants agreed that there is a need to build a shared used path
now while construction is happening. This is in the middle of many Martin’s
Points and Kensington trails.
It was asked if the Rail Road Bridge is a part of the project?
o No. That is not in the project scope. This project is looking to create a more
pedestrian and bike friendly and safe roadway without eliminating other
opportunities for future projects.
Participant concerned about turning left in newly proposed turn lanes.
o Facilitators noted that the reality is that during rush hours it is always
difficult to make turns.
One participant commented that she grew up learning to ride her bike in the
neighborhood and the quality of life was great in the neighborhood. She wants to
make sure that the kids growing up now have the same quality of life. We need to
consider the project from a child’s point of view.
o Facilitator followed up and asked – what does a ‘Better quality of life’ look
like to you:
 Fewer parking spaces
 Concerns about bikers being “doored” by parked cars
 More green space
 Tukey’s Bridge walkability
Facilitator asked what participants thought about parking in the area.
o One participant asked why more parking was needed.
o Participants asked if there was a door zone line in the plan – it appears the
lines are in the plan.
o One participant noted that parking spaces may slow people down.
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o One participant noted that hedges are blocking views – another participant
disagreed.
 Participants said the hedges cut into sidewalk usage.
Participants were asked to share their thoughts on the multiuse path.
o Mixed review among participants
 Some want multiuse path, some want bike path
o Pedestrian congestion is a concern for bikers on the multiuse path.
o Multiuse path could be commuter trail for bikers.
Facilitator asked participants to think about the existing street now – is it better
for bikes or pedestrians?
o One participant said the existing street is best for cars
o One participant said the existing street is best for no one
o One participant said the existing street is best for pedestrians because they
have sidewalks
o One participant said the existing street is best for pedestrians but they also
walk in the street because the sidewalks are bad.
o One participant said the existing street is best for bikes because the
sidewalks are so bad that even pedestrians are forced to walk in the street
which is unsafe.
One participant asked why the group isn’t talking more about extending the
multiuse path?
o The facilitator noted we are limited on time and we are trying to cover all
aspects of bike/ped.
One participant again brought up that the Northbound off ramp needs to be
moved closer the highway so that the multiuse path/trail can eventually be built –
participants seemed to agree on this point.
Participants discussed wanting trail access from parking to Martin’s Point.
o Participants all seemed to agree that they would prefer a multiuse path up
to martin’s point in addition to a bike lane.
o Bikers want to keep an on-road bike lane as well as a multiuse path.
o One participant recommended painted bike lanes.

Session ended – participants moved to other tables

Bike/Ped Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Patrick Adams, MaineDOT
Lori Driscoll, HNTB

Notetaker: Delia Makhetha, WSP

Rotation 2:
0 participants joined at beginning of session no discussion.
Session ended – participants moved to tables around the room

Rotation 3:
1 participant joined at beginning of session and it grew to 2 by the end of the session.









Pat and Lori introduced themselves to the participants.
Facilitators expressed that this will be an open discussion about the bike/ped
accommodations in the areas.
Facilitator asked if the participant lived in the idea.
o Participant lives off Veranda Street – Southside of the Bridge and feels he
is indirectly impacted.
o Mostly drives through the area – use to walk the area with his dog, but it
isn’t safe. He will sometimes bike, but doesn’t feel it is safe to bike.
o Participants interested in seeing improvements in the area.
Facilitator asked what concerns about current area participant has.
o Participant said speed - would like to see a path to Martin’s Point.
Participant asked what the difference was between sidewalks/bike lanes/multiuse
paths.
o Facilitator explained that sidewalk = 5ft
o Multiuse path = 10ft standard to fit 2 bikers passing
 After explanation, participant thought it would make sense to have
multiuse path connecting Martin’s point and project.
 Facilitator explained it is currently only bike path and sidewalk in
that area.
Facilitator asked what participant thought about the proposed green space.
o Participant thought the space looked nice but understands it is not a park,
it is more of a passive green space.
o He has heard from others that the area is not a peaceful space.
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o People need to have safe access to the green space – currently traffic is
too fast.
o If traffic is slower the area will be more walkable and the area will need
trash cans.
Who is responsible for caring for the green space/front lawns?
o Participant said he thought the homeowners should be responsible for the
front lawns that are being added to the properties – not sure about the
green space.
Who is the parking for?
o Participants thought the parking spaces would be use by guests visiting the
green space.
o Possibly the residents (if the green space isn’t usable – concern about not
mowing and being full of ticks).
o Now that the driveways are longer by 15ft – the residents may not need
the extra parking.
o Participants through the parking was better away from the homes if there
is a crosswalk in place – currently nothing. adequate – currently not a safe
area to walk or cross, including the sidewalks.
o Participants also thought that people may park in these sports and start
their bike routes from this point.
Any concerns for bike/ped when looking at the plans?
o Can the new design slow down traffic?
o New crosswalks may need to be light up to be effective.
o Green space needs to be maintained and manicured.
o Participants would like to have a viewfinder at the green space for people
to look out over the water.
Participants suggested that the City of Portland/MaineDOT look at the
intersection at Washington – they understand it is not part of this project but it is
a big problem for bikers and cars.
o Facilitator thanked them for suggestion and acknowledged the intersection
has challenges.

Bike/Ped Table Discussion
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Facilitator asked if the participants would be more likely to use the area after the
construction is complete?
o Participants said Yes – if both sides of the street are safe
o Participants noted always seeing bad accidents in this area
Participants asked about the timeline 2021?
o Facilitator noted that is tentative until the design is finalized.
o Residents said it is better to take time and do things right than rush.

Session ended – event wrap up

Construction Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Wayne Frankhauser, MaineDOT
Ashley Stephens, HNTB

Notetaker: Nick Willey, HNTB

Rotation 1:
6 participants joined the session.





















What are they using to move the bridge? Answer: Hydraulics.
How long was Brewster, NY span in the video compared to the Veranda bridge?
o We are replacing more space.
So, fill will close in a lot of area now? Answer: Yes.
Outside of 75’ will be filled in? Answer: Yes.
Will people on corner or Wordsworth St. and Veranda St. lose their views of the
bay then?
Has ABC been used in Maine? Answer: Yes.
Will all construction happen on Falmouth side? Answer: Yes.
Veranda closed before bridge? So, closing order?
Will underneath of bridge be done during closure period? Answer: After
reconstruction of the bridge.
Veranda open during roadway work? Answer: Yes, while reconstructed with brief
closures at night.
Where will the construction area for setup and work be? In green space area?
Answer: Yes, current green space area.
Two-way traffic during construction? Answer: Yes
Will take a while with settlement? Answer: Using lightweight fill to min time for
settle.
Looking at wetlands? Answer: Considered in project.
24-hour day construction or? Answer: During closure, yes. Rest of construction,
normal construction area timing.
Building proposed to slide 24-hour shifts? Answer: Normal day activity. Nights for
shielding and such, min closures other than big closure. Normal work day, no
weekends.
Set time for closure due to importance? Answer: Yes, for April 2021.
Incentives for early const done? Answer: No, but yes on main closure.
New span will be done in fall? Answer: Yes.
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Shorter bridge for ABC purposes? For cost? Answer: Goes hand in hand with
alignment. Reduced maintenance, cost, shift lanes and slow traffic. Better
connection.
Volume on Veranda St. was crazy before I-295. Lot of traffic because Route 1 was
major route. Veranda St. was split to speed up traffic.
Reason for one deck instead of separate NB/SB? Answer: Challenge is no median.
Plus, only can slide from one side. More effective.
How many other major interstate projects coming up? Answer: A lot. All built in
same era.
Why so many expansion joints jumping over? (For bridges in Maine) Type of
construction or because of ocean?
What is traffic volume on I-295?
Year of Veranda bridge? Age? Like to get your money’s worth?
Can we find these traffic maps, detours on website? Answer: Think so
Detours will be a mess, but just one weekend.
What percent of I-295 could go on I-95? Of 50,000? Answer: 50-60% to MTA,
the thru traffic.
Reach out to google or I-Maps to program and say delays already (in advance)?
And show detours?
Messaging signs on I-95? Answer: Yes.
Quiet on weekends after 5 in area for closure on local roads.
Way to let business know to let people out early that day in area to reduce
traffic? To minimize issues.
Martins point open Saturday and Sunday but want to work with Martin’s Point
people for patients, so they know. Per Martin’s Point employee. Willing to
distribute. Couple hundred people on weekends. Scheduled appointments.
Would not shut down for weekend but would warn patients.
Typically, the City of Portland closes the Veranda St. roadway for the Maine
marathon and let people know month in advance and it goes fine.
Communication will be key for this - construction and community.
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Bridge design, landscaping set? Answer: Constrained, but locations of the
substructures will be the same.
Contractors that specialize in this type of work? Answer: Yes, but lateral slide a
little special.
Other methods other than slide considered? Answer: Yes.
How long been planning? Answer: Since 2016.
Workshop done because of project possibilities? Answer: Workshop format done
because we wanted more engagement than at public mtgs.

Session ended – participants moved to other tables

Rotation 2:
3 participants joined the session.















FHWA rep: With construction background. Here to make sure DOT doing job,
which they always do.
FHWA only one at table (other came later).
FHWA: Selected as project of vision for federal highways.
FHWA: Involved at high level.
Wayne F.: What kept bridge during slide from racking? Answer: Guides, angles
FHWA: After new bridge in place, still some one lane closures or more? Answer:
Maybe some, but not really. Two lanes of traffic will be open, except at night
some.
When Veranda St. is closed, can drive to homes just not under bridge?
Normal construction before and after 5 days? Answer: Yes.
56 hours full closure on I-295, 24-hour crews.
Most work will be done during normal construction timing? (common question
that citizens were glad to hear about) Answer: Yes. Weekends not anticipated at
this time.
Saw in paper that the DOT is slashing projects because of high costs. Not this
project? Answer: No, this project is a priority.
Hard to read losing projects. Too bad.
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I live on the corner of Olympia and Veranda Street. Glad to hear not working at
night. All for project and green space (only other speaker).
I see the end. Will be great.
For accelerated construction.
FHWA: What will we be filling the existing spans with? Answer: Lightweight foam
or fill, lightweight concrete some areas, for settlement.
3rd person: Glad not on I-84 during video time.
3: Pennsylvania should fix their portion for worth driving on after NY border
FHWA: Has Maine done lateral slide before? Answer: Yes.
3: Why don’t we build all bridges this way? Answer: Cost benefit analysis.
3: More costly in money, but not in time? Answer: Yes.
3: On advisory for exit 15 bridge. Don’t see where they have room for slide bridge
adjacent in Yarmouth.
3: Are all bridge this day prestressed concrete or steel? Answer: Steel mostly.
3: Chance to use carbon fiber for bridges? Answer: Used carbon fiber for strands.
FHWA: Cast-in-place or precast deck? Answer: Option to Contractor.
3: Will try to avoid needing detours.
3: 56-hour closure of I-295, why? Answer: To demo and move new bridge.
o Can imagine traffic jam. Good luck letting people know.
3: Basically, what can we do with detours? Not a lot of choices.
3: Should be fun to come down and watch.
3: Lives in Yarmouth. Friend was on advisory committee for Martins Point Bridge
and another.
o Friend is on Eastern trail committee too.
3: Put in place and then pave? Answer: Yes.
3: Thinks DOT does great job. Only complain occasionally.
3: Do a lot with little money.
3: Like to see mileage-based tax. For rural people.
o FHWA rep. cringed.

Session ended – participants moved to tables around the room

Construction Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Wayne Frankhauser, MaineDOT
Ashley Stephens, HNTB

Notetaker: Nick Willey, HNTB

Rotation 3:
4 participants joined the session.



















1: Don’t do what they did in Florida (bridge failure). Was joking mostly.
1: Builder and developer.
1: Planned to maintain traffic? Only small amount of 24/7 work?
1: Hoping take into account for the store to change delivery parking. They park in
middle of the street right now. Delivery and people going to the store.
o Median prevented it, but do over paved area in middle now.
1: Detours are going to be really bad for cross streets. Kensington St. sightline
sucks.
1: Route 1 at Walmart intersection backs up sometimes, will get worse now
1: When will the Bucknam Rd. bridge be replaced? Answer: Done before this
project.
1: One deck, not NB/SB? Answer: Yes.
1: Any talk on widening bridge to three lanes each? Answer: Widened to
accommodate phase construction.
1: Some people coming out of neighborhoods will have to come out of different
places instead of one? Answer: Correct.
2: Safety risks with this style of construction? Answer: Purpose for closure. Min.
risk
2: Two slides like video or one? Answer: One.
3: Looks like Veranda Street will be close for 24 hours? Answer: 5 days. 56 hours
I-295.
3: Will utilities be interrupted? (nearby homeowner, works at home) Answer: Not
anticipated. Underground.
2: Is the Veranda bridge curved, different than linear video? Answer: It is, but
accommodating in overhangs.
3: Will there be metal bump, they are loud (joint)?
2: Same concern. Have seen other bridge go from multi joint to one. Much better.
They accommodate that.
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3: Doing night construction? Answer: During closure.
2: When will start construction?
2: When will be complete by? Before nearby construction projects?
3: Where is the staging area?
2: Guys who did Martin’s Point did a good job of keeping neat and organized
3: Who is contractor?
2: Do contractors have to have done one of these types of projects?
2: How much time in advance will we know of closure?
2: So, this is a great weekend to go away?
o 4: Or to see it!
2: Was around for Martin’s Point Bridge construction at night and it wasn’t that
bad
2: Why don’t they use second shift for construction?
2: Once of a lifetime experience

Session ended – event wrap up

Green Space Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Conrad Welzel, City of Portland
Keith Smith, HNTB

Notetaker: Guy Blanchard, WSP

Rotation 1:
Participants not tallied for this session.
Overview of green space provided. “Concept B” shown to group which was based on an
alignment shown at prior meetings. Project team explained that the intent is to use the
existing roadbed to create the trail through the green space. The area will be seeded to
have the green space established.
Question: Who will maintain green space?
Response: Project team responded that the city would maintain the space and funds will
be in a future budget request. It is proposed that the excess material from the project
would be used within the green space once a grading plan was put in place. If problems
arise, DOT will seed the area and it will not be a pile of gravel. The city representative
anticipated funding would be received for the project and have been working with the
parks department and public works on the space with regards to how the space should
look and potential stormwater treatment areas. DOT may do the grading for the city
once a plan is in place.
Comment: The greenspace and Veranda Street become a gateway to the city from
Falmouth. It is important to take care of the “Welcome to Portland” sign.
Question: Regarding grading that area-- it dips down quite a bit--will it be built up along
water?
Response: The existing road along the water is the high point and will remain high point
within the green space. Areas between that road and Veranda Street will be flattened.
There are no plans to build any higher along the water because of the existing roadbed
and existing infrastructure.
Question: The image shows an arrow off to left, are there any plans there? Does it go
underneath or crossover?

Green Space Table Discussion
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Response: The arrow is labeled “Future Path” and exists because of a study the city did a
while back through PACS, where part of the plan was a link to the eastern greenway. Per
the study’s estimates, that link was very expensive. Currently, the city isn’t planning to
fund that extension, but wanted to show that there was a future potential to connect to
the Veranda Street greenspace. That future extension is not part of the project.
Follow-up question: How would it go?
Response: It would follow along the bank and provide a multiuse path along the ramp
then move into the neighborhood. The city representative provided a potential date for
that connection occurring after 2026.
Comment: Would some of the land between Route 1 and the water be sold and available
for commercial development?
Response: No, DOT owns the land and generally does not sell their land. DOT may in the
future deed the land over to the city, but if a greenspace is there, the city would keep it
that way.
Question (unrelated to green space): When coming off 295, will there be a light at
Veranda Street? And will the light be as responsive as the light at Martin’s Point? Will a
blinking yellow light be used?
Response: Yes, there will be a traffic light at Veranda Street at the end of the off ramp. It
will be a modern signal and will respond to bicycle traffic as well and include
improvements for ADA accessibility. No blinking yellow light will be used.
Question: Regarding the multiuse path, it looks like it’s being pulled back a little from the
water. Will there be any fencing along the path, how wide is the path, who will maintain
it?
Response: Path will follow existing roadbed and the guardrail will be removed. No
intention to put any fencing along the path or at the edge of the greenspace. At most, a
low, wood fence may be installed per the city. to remove guardrail. The path is shown on
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the plan as 10-to-12-feet-wide. In the winter the city public works department would
plow the path.
Question (unrelated to green space): At the 295 curve there, are any noise reduction
measures planned?
Response: There are no plans to install a noise wall. Any plans for that are the
responsibility of DOT.
Question: Are there any plans for low-level lighting along the greenspace paths? It would
be preferred that the lighting be consistent with the Martins Point bridge and how it
appears and operates, including type of lighting and frequency of light fixtures. Residents
feel it was done very well on that bridge and that their feedback and concerns were
considered for that project. Residents want to ensure lighting along waterway will not
contribute to light pollution. Residents were very happy with how the Martins Point
bridge project turned out with regards to lighting and fencing.
Response: The plan is currently conceptual and lighting has not been discussed. There
are a lot of options for pedestrian lighting and will be something to consider. Portland
has a dark sky requirement— fixtures must be downward facing with full cut-offs, for
example, so any lighting would follow that ordinance.
Question: Are there any plans for gym equipment or play structures?
Response: No, only the naturalized greenspace is proposed. There may be some low
mounds and plantings but the mounds will depend on grading.
Question: Could you describe the topography/slope off the 295 ramp?
Response: There is about a 1 foot drop, but the conceptual plan includes a stormwater
treatment area where the ground gently slopes into that space. Paths within the
greenspace will meet the 5% grade requirement for ADA accessibility.
Question: Are there no ballcourts?
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Response: Some members of public were against having any type of court. Additionally,
the parks department wanted a passive park. Some benches may be considered in the
future.
Question: Landscaping at Martins Point bridge was disappointing. What are the plans
here?
Response: No plans have been made yet as to what the plantings may look like. Project
team would pick native plants for any future plans.
Question: Could you describe the end of Oregon Street?
Response: There’s a sidewalk along the roadway. A multiuse path comes down from
Veranda Street and through greenspace. At Oregon Street is an area where the sidewalk
and multiuse path come together and where it transitions to a bike lane on the road to
get across the bridge. At the crosswalk, the conceptual plan shows a change in pavement
to indicate a transition. Similar transition spaces are at other crosswalks and at the
parking area. No materials for the paths have been chosen yet. The city would prefer
concrete over asphalt but cost is a consideration.
Comment: The parking spaces are a concern, and the area appears too small to be called
a park and seems strange to put parking spaces for such a small area.
Response: Residents currently park cars on the road now, so it’s to provide parking,
approximately 10 spaces. It creates site distance issues if the parking is on the other side
of the road. The parks department asked for parking, and all spots would be parallel
spots.
Question: Will greenspace be completed after the bridge has been installed?
Response: The timing is a little fluid at the moment because some excess material from
the bridge portion of the project will be used within the greenspace. The space may also
be used for construction staging.
Question (not related to greenspace): Along the 295 bridge there’s fencing and trash is
thrown over the fence. In the future, how is the off ramp going to deal with that?
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Response: That may be a DOT question. If it’s city property, the city should clean it up.
The project team present offered to work with DOT to get this trash situation resolved.
Comment: Residents love the idea of a naturalized space.
Session ended – participants moved to other tables

Rotation 2:
Participants not tallied for this session.
Comment: The greenway should be tied into the green space path.
Response: The city agrees, but the funding doesn’t exist to complete that connection.
Comment: Residents aren’t anti-greenspace but are concerned a safety factor is being
taken away from our neighborhood. Some of the proposed alternatives are better for
sightlines and safety.
Question: Will there be any changes to the banks down to the water?
Response: No, it will be left as is.
Response: The alignments change where the bike lanes and paths meet up on the
Falmouth side of the green space.
Question: Are there any plans for art? Would there be any way to add boulders or
something similar for people to sit on, rest on, or eat on?
Response: No plans for art at this time. Boulders are more in line with what is being
proposed as a naturalized green space area. Small mounds are something under
consideration and may depend on how much fill material is received for the green space.
The city’s parks department has been very involved with regards to what goes in the
greenspace. Grading within the space will ensure a 5% slope for the paths.
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Comment: Having just been at the alignment table, some of the new alignment options
show parking with a sidewalk in a pinched space. The concern is that a new sidewalk
being built would then have to be ripped up for a multiuse path. The projects should tie
into one another. The concern is that the city and DOT are not doing enough to tie the
projects into one another.
Question: Is there going to be a sidewalk on both sides of Veranda Street?
Response: Once DOT settles on a project alternative, the landscape architect will revise
the design and allow for additional public participation.
Session ended – participants moved to tables around the room

Rotation 3:
Participants not tallied for this session.
Comment: Removing the guardrail is great.
Question: How much is the cost to create the green space?
Response: The city estimates it would cost a couple hundred thousand to complete
because a lot of the proposed plan already exists and additional fill will come from the
project.
Question: Will the private greenspaces be maintained by homeowners?
Response: Yes. Our focus at this table is the green space to the south of Veranda Street.
Question: How do people cross the road into the greenspace? There is a lot of traffic and
busses that use this stretch of Veranda Street.
Response: By narrowing in the road and adding a traffic signal, it’s believed the traffic
will be much slower and crossing signals will be available at the off ramp traffic light.
Question: What is the arrow (Future Path) off to the left?
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Response: It is for future consideration and is not part of this project.
Question: Will the changes be distracting for drivers?
Response: The proposed project will change the nature of the road to make it more
pedestrian friendly.
Session ended – participants moved to tables around the room

Rotation 4:
Participants not tallied for this informal session.
Question: Will the greenspace have planted grass? That sounds like a park.
Response: Project team is not sure how much of it will be maintained. There is planned
to be a lot of naturalized open space. Depressions for stormwater basins are proposed
and will be tied to existing storm discharge.
Question: Will the path be paved or gravel?
Response: A paved path is the intent for maintenance purposes. Project team is
proposing to keep some of the existing off ramp.
Follow-up comment: Saving some of the existing off ramp sounds like the antithesis of
greenspace if there’s an asphalt strip leftover. Would prefer no pavement and instead
have gravel for the paths. The bike path through the greenspace and the connections are
great.
Question: Could you tell me more about the parking along Veranda Street?
Response: This was a carryover from last design. It is now down to 10 spaces.
Follow-up comment: Resident would like to see 2 handicapped spots and that’s it. It
seems excessive to have more parking if people can park at Martins Point or at Back
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Cove. In addition, homeowners along Veranda Street are gaining additional driveway
space for parking.
Question: Why does the project not connect to the existing trail network (Future Path)?
Response: The cost is very high.
Comment: I wish the offramp would be taken out altogether.
Response: Team is focused on green space at this table and the off ramp is not really our
piece of the project.
Question: What will the grading be like?
Response: This is still to be determined, and the level of maintenance (some mowed,
some not) is still to be determined based on parks department input.
Question: Are there wetlands or shoreline required setbacks for work in this green
space? I assume any grading would be bound by those setbacks. Is the area south of the
road being filled in and flattened out?
Response: There is no plan to change anything near the water. The plan is to keep the
existing roadbed, remove the pavement, and stabilize.
Comment: The proposed Future Path was to continue behind Kensington and the Baked
Beans. At some point there was money available for that project from Portland. The
expense came where it crossed the railroad tracks. Resident was curious whatever
happened to that plan. Resident noted that she had the PACS study and a completed
plan from DOT for that trail project where it looped underneath the bridge. DOT
explored the connecting trail for 8 years and developed a plan for it with PACS.
Response: City likely has the study and would look into it.
Comment: The greenspace is going to be a very nice stretch along Veranda Street.
Session ended – event wrap up

Safety Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Randy Illian, MaineDOT
Ray Hanf, HNTB

Notetaker: Grant Olear, WSP

Rotation 1:
1 participant joined the session.







Wishes that all measures to slow traffic and increase bike/ped safety would be
pursued.
Asked if I-295 could be relocated all together – if not, can the speed be reduced
to 35MPH?
o MaineDOT explained neither was a possibility due to the City/State
needing to be serviced and the state following federal regulations in
settings MPH on highways.
Favored parking on the south side of the street.
Generally liked the safety measures proposed – especially the flashing signs for
pedestrians.
Expressed concerns for cyclists generally as belief is that cars go too fast – wants
to be sure the bike lane is adequately protected.

Session ended – participants moved to other tables

Rotation 2:
10 participants joined the session.






Would like to see space for bike/ped maximized including a multi-use path.
o Agreement amongst the table.
o Participants were willing to sacrifice parking spaces for this.
Recommendation that there be some education for cycling groups on the rules of
the road as it seems those are common in the area.
o Participants around the table agreed and confirmed that cycling groups
frequent the area, often taking up the whole road going side-by-side.
o Could look to local bike shops or group ride organizers to get further
thoughts.
Concerned with rate of speed in current conditions.

Safety Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Randy Illian, MaineDOT
Ray Hanf, HNTB

Notetaker: Grant Olear, WSP











o One participant remarked that people may take this exit instead of the
next one that would take them closer to their destination because they
know they can fly right through.
o Agreement amongst the table
Concerned about parking regardless of it being north/south as they view parallel
parking on the street to be extremely dangerous on a street where cars drive so
fast.
o Agreement amongst the table.
o MaineDOT – part of calming traffic is having parking spaces utilized so
other traffic will slow down to allow for cars to park.
Participant recommended that if parking were to be included, that it makes more
sense to group them in a single group of 10 rather than 2 groups of 5.
o Thinking – it will make it safer for pedestrians and easier for drivers in two
ways:
 Drivers will now have to slow in two separate locations to look for a
parking space rather than one if there is spacing in between parking
locations.
 It would allow for more potential pull-in parking where it might be
more likely that two spaces next to each other are open as opposed
to parallel parking that will potentially cause accidents and increase
risks for bicyclists.
Note that runners currently don’t use the sidewalk and run in the street/bike lane
instead.
o Other table participants confirmed as they view sidewalks in the area hard
enough to walk on let alone run on.
Concerns about bike lane not being adequately protected and cyclists potentially
getting “doored.”
o Some around the table recommended additional buffer or perhaps the
standup sticks you see along bike routes in some places.
Participant expressed concern about green bike lanes as he believed they may get
slick in the rain or snow and lead to more incidents involving cyclists.

Safety Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Randy Illian, MaineDOT
Ray Hanf, HNTB

Notetaker: Grant Olear, WSP



o Another countered asking if there was any actual evidence of that claim.
Participants liked the various safety proposals, but concern over who will maintain
the bike lanes and other road markings.
o MaineDOT responded that would fall into Portland’s purview upon
completion.

Session ended – participants moved to tables around the room

Rotation 3:
8 participants joined the session.






Concerns expressed about noise and wondering why a barrier would not be
installed.
o MaineDOT explained that there are regulations in place for where walls
will be installed and this isn’t them saying a particular stretch doesn’t
deserve a wall, but instead more of a way to control budgets.
 Follow up question about regulations allowing for noise walls if the
road was shifted significantly.
 MaineDOT – we checked with our team that handles noise barriers
and they informed us that this project would not trigger that
regulation.
There used to be large trees along the road that helped to serve as a sound barrier
and one resident said that she heard the trees were clearcut so that surveyors of
the project could have a clear line of sight.
o Wayne mentioned that additional landscape can be explored in place of a
noise wall.
o Participants seemed to be happy with this solution as meeting in the
middle.
Recommended getting rid of parking all together, except maybe including a few
handicapped parking spots as Martins Point has public parking already, which is
only about 30 meters away.
o Other participants agreed.

Safety Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Randy Illian, MaineDOT
Ray Hanf, HNTB

Notetaker: Grant Olear, WSP







Numerous participants mentioned they thought the extended driveway would
remove the need for on-street parking all together.
Concern over on-street parking lessening the already limited greenspace.
Like the high visibility crosswalks and pedestrian signals as they view crossing the
streets as “taking your life in your hands.”
Participant said the speed limit signs make her slow down but was curious if there
was any evidence on their efficiency.
o MaineDOT – we find that they are helpful, but are most useful when
moved around so that people aren’t given an opportunity to grow
accustomed to them.
 A participant asked “why can’t you post a police car there then?”
Question about if the project team had factored children into the design and how
they might be able to use it.
o Make parents more comfortable letting their kids cross the street.
o Having kids know where they should/shouldn’t be riding their bikes.
o Allowing easier access to greenspace.

Session ended – event wrap up

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB

Rotation 1:
Participants not tallied for this session.










Introductions and traffic background was given by Paul Godfrey (HNTB) and Ed
Hanscom (MaineDOT). Information was given about the two new traffic signals at
the I-295 on- and off-ramps and new on-street parking. Paul used the VISSIM
model to describe how traffic will move through the project area during AM and
PM peak periods. Paul described how the new traffic signals will improve safety
and will prevent traffic backing up onto the I-295 off-ramp.
Workshop participant asked if the Route 1 northbound traffic will be allowed to
take a right on red onto the I-295 southbound on-ramp. HNTB and MaineDOT
replied that at this point in the design, nothing indicates that traffic will be
prohibited from turning right-on-red. Additionally, at peak times, signals will be
actuated and accommodate when there is heavy traffic turning onto I-295.
Participant also asked where pedestrian signals will be. HNTB and MaineDOT
explained that they will be at each crosswalk.
Workshop participant shared thoughts on whether to include a center turn lane in
the design. HNTB explained the benefits and disadvantages of including center
turn lanes. Participant advocated for center turn lanes in the design because
turning in and out of residential neighborhoods is challenging on weekdays, and
participant would feel safer getting in and out of the neighborhood if there were
center turn lanes.
Workshop participant shared concerns about the stretch of Route 1 going into
Falmouth (immediately north of project limits). Citizen shared that there are is a
‘chaotic’ two-mile stretch from project area to the next traffic signal in Falmouth,
and there are 33 entrances to various business/residences/etc. in that two-mile
stretch between lights. HNTB shared that the new signals at Veranda street may
create gaps in traffic travelling northbound to alleviate the chaotic feeling in the
area the participant was concerned about. MaineDOT added that improvements
outside the immediate project area may be limited though.
Workshop participant shared that they were in favor of the center turn lanes in
the design because when there is a crash or other back-up on I-295, Veranda
Street (Route 1) becomes very congested as drivers seek an alternate route.

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB















HNTB shared that one of the design team’s primary concerns was preventing
back-ups on the I-295 ramps because of the safety issue that presents with fast
moving vehicles and stopped vehicles on I-295. HNTB also highlighted that the
actuated signals will have the ability to respond to changes in traffic volumes.
Another workshop participant shared that they are also concerned about times
when there is a crash on I-295 and drivers use Route 1 as an alternate route,
creating congestion on Veranda Street. HNTB shared again that the actuated
signals will help address this concern.
A third participant echoed concerns about backups on Route 1 when there is a
crash or other incident on I-295.
Workshop participant (representing Martin’s Point Healthcare) wanted to know if
the accessibility to the Martin’s Point facility will be changed at all by this project.
HNTB shared that the intersection that provides access to Martin’s Point
Healthcare will not be changed by this project.
Participant asked if the northbound turn lane at Martin’s Point will be bidirectional.
Participant shared that they do not want to see raised islands as part of the
roadway design. HNTB shared that there will likely not be raised islands, and
instead striping to organize traffic.
Participant asked about MaineDOT’s plan to manage the weekend closure of I295. HNTB shared that there will be a tremendous amount of media to let people
know about the closure and described the proposed detour routes, and shared
that signals will be re-timed to accommodate the traffic. MaineDOT shared that
local trips will be most impacted by closure, because I-95 can’t be used for those
trips.
Participant (representing Martin’s Point Healthcare) asked about the timing of the
closure. HNTB shared that the closure will begin after business hours on a Friday
and will re-open prior to business hours on a Monday. MaineDOT shared that a
similar closure occurred on 395 in Bangor, and the public outreach was effective.
Participant asked how the accelerated bridge construction will work. HNTB
explained that the new bridge will be constructed next to the old bridge, and slid
into place once the existing bridge is removed.
Participant asked about the detour route for I-295 northbound during the bridge
closure. HNTB shared that traffic will get off I-295 at Veranda Street exit, and

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB












travel northbound on Route 1. MaineDOT shared that the new travel time signs
and variable message boards will be used to direct people onto I-95.
Participant voiced concern that project abutters on Veranda Street will be given
free property. HNTB shared that MaineDOT is retaining ownership over the
ROW, and it will be residents’ responsibility to mow and plow the new areas. In
response, citizen suggested that MaineDOT explore non-traditional grass seed
mixes to reduce the maintenance burden on the people who will be responsible
for the new areas.
Participant asked if abutting property owners will have any say in which
alternative is advanced. HNTB shared that the property owners do have a say,
and that everyone is here to accept feedback.
Participant shared that they are an advocate of the parking spaces on the
southbound side of Veranda Street to allow people to use the new greenspace,
and to alleviate July 4th parking demands.
Participant asked if the left turn line on I-295 will be a dedicated left turn lane.
HNTB shared that it will be, but because it will be an actuated signal, it will be
different from the typical left turn only lane because it will likely be a longer light.
Participant asked if, since I-295 southbound traffic will have a green light most
the time, northbound traffic on Route 1 will back-up. HNTB shared that the Route
1 Northbound traffic may have to wait a little while, but back-ups will be minor.
Participant brought up concerns that if the left-hand turn lane is removed, the
delivery trucks that serve the convenience store will have to find a new way to do
deliveries. Currently, the trucks park in the middle of the existing painted island.
Participant asked if there will be a dedicated pedestrian signal on northbound side
of Route 1. HNTB confirmed there will be.
Participant suggested that for the next meeting, it would be helpful to have one
central location for all handouts so that participants could get all meeting
materials without interrupting discussions at other tables.
Participant asked MaineDOT to consider the speed limit within the project area.
Participant highlighted that the speed limit is 40mph over the bridge in Falmouth,
and that the traffic pattern in the project area will be majorly changed. Participant
shared that a potential reduction in the speed limit has been a topic of discussion
at neighborhood meetings.

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB
Session ended – participants moved to other tables

Rotation 2:
Participants not tallied for this session.












Prior to session officially beginning, participant advocates that she is against the
incorporation of a center turn lane.
HNTB and MaineDOT gave an overview of traffic improves proposed as part of
the project, including new signalized intersections that will improve safety, and
MaineDOT’s priority of preventing traffic from backing up onto I-295. HNTB
shared that MaineDOT is specifically looking for feedback on whether to
incorporate a center turn lane.
Participant asked if right turns on red will be allowed for traffic getting onto I-295
south. HNTB shared that right on red at that intersection will likely be allowed.
Participant shared that if light is green consistently, people will not reduce their
speeds.
Participant (neighborhood resident from Wordsworth Street) is very pleased with
new traffic signal, and thinks that incorporating a center turning lane is a very bad
idea because it will be used as a passing lane. Participant advocated for a
narrower roadway.
Another participant advocated for a narrow roadway. This participant also
advocated for removing the on-street parking.
Another participant advocated for not having a center turn lane because it will
likely be used as a passing lane, and participant also shared that they thought the
on-street parking would present a hazard to bicyclists.
Participant (Veranda Street resident) wanted to know if he would be able to turn
left across traffic into his driveway. HNTB shared that there will be no raised
islands, so he would be able to turn left into his driveway.
Participant advocated for the removal of the northbound off-ramp because it only
serves the residential neighborhood. MaineDOT shared that the average annual
daily traffic on that ramp is approximately 7,000 vehicles per day, so elimination
of the northbound off-ramp is unlikely. Participant also advocated for reducing
the speed limit on Veranda.

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB















Participant asked for clarification on how the signals would improve safety, and
asked why a non-signalized option like a four-way stop is not included in the
proposed design. HNTB shared that this option was eliminated because the
volumes in the area are too high. Participant asked if signals will be ‘smart’. HNTB
shared that the signals will be actuated and connected to pedestrian signals, but it
is not clear at this point in the design if the signals will be actuated or fully
connected.
Participant requested that traffic signals be designed so they are sensitive to bikes
as well.
Participant shared that he heard that roadway geometry was the best way to slow
people down. Participant also asked if fully signalized intersections were required,
or if the signals could become just flashing lights at off-peak times.
Participant (Veranda Street resident) advocated against center turn lane.
Participant was concerned about potential congestion between Wordsworth
Street and light at I-295.
Participant shared that the best way to reduce traffic problems was to encourage
the use of the multi-use path.
Participant asked if I-295 northbound off-ramp was built prior to the Bucknam
Road exit. MaineDOT shared history of the two interchanges, and shared that the
Bucknam Road interchange does not have the capacity for additional cars that
would otherwise get off on Veranda Street.
Participant (who is currently a Yarmouth resident but used to commute through
this area daily) shared that a center turn lane may not be a good idea because
drivers frequently don’t know how to use them. Additionally, the center turn lane
could create a problem for bicyclists.
Another participant shared that they would like the traffic signals to be able to
detect bicyclists.
Participant is an advocate of the green space, and shared that he thinks that
seeing people in the park will slow people down as well. Additionally, the
participant would like to see something done about noise and to see the speed
limit re-assessed.
Participant voices that they are a fan of the project, and appreciate the roadway
being pulled away from the neighborhood. Participant shares that they would like
to see a center turn lane incorporated in the project.

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB








Participant shares that currently a lot of people use Olympia Street instead of
Oregon Street to exit the neighborhoods.
Participant shared that they would like to see center turn lanes to match Route 1
in Falmouth just north of the project limits.
Participant suggested a clean design with limited signage.
Participant advocated against the public parking on the southern side of Route 1
because of the safety issue it presents. Participant shared that people can use the
public parking that’s currently available at the Martin’s Point Facility.
Participant advocates for no center turn lanes, and asked that the speed limit on
the roadway not to be increased. Participant suggested tighter turning radii to
slow drivers down. Participant shared that they were ambivalent about the
parking spaces.
Participant advocated for removing the Washington Avenue exit. Participant also
advocated for removing the southbound off-ramp to Veranda street so that
greenspace could be increased.

Session ended – participants moved to tables around the room

Rotation 3:
Participants not tallied for this session.




HNTB gave a brief introduction to the traffic aspect of the project, including
information about the traffic analysis, new signals, how ramp-backups will be
prevented, strategies used to calm traffic, and specifically pointed out that one
area that MaineDOT would like comments on is whether to include a center turn
lane.
Participant asked for clarification on the yellow blocks on the visuals. HNTB
shared that it is striping stead of the use of raised medians. Participant also asked
if the northbound-off ramp could become two right turn lanes. HNTB and
MaineDOT shared that although the majority of traffic coming off of I-295 is
turning right, having two right turn lanes would impact greenspace because the
Route 1 would need to be widened to accommodate the additional lane.

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB
















Participant asked if they needed all dedicated left turn lanes, or if the design could
incorporate a left turn lane onto I-295 southbound, but not the shared left turn
lane on Veranda. Other participants echoed that a dedicated left turn lane onto I295 southbound is imperative.
Participant advocated for all center turn lanes.
Participant shared that allowing traffic entrances on Olympia and Oregon
presents challenges.
Participant wanted to know if a roundabout was examined as an alternative.
MaineDOT said it has been examined by past studies (not this one) but it was
dismissed because it would have right-of-way impacts, and the current design
does the same thing but at a lower cost. HNTB shared that additionally,
roundabouts present additional challenges for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Participant shared that they are concerned about the additional wait time caused
by the new signals. HNTB shared that additional travel time will be small because
the signals will be actuated.
Participant (elected representative) wanted to know if the signals are fully
warranted. HNTB shared that they have been fully examined, and they are
warranted. Participant also asked if a one lane off-ramp could work. HNTB shared
that it would create issues on I-295.
Participant asked if signals would be tied into the rest of the city’s network. HNTB
shared they would be. Participant also asked if the signals would be reactive to
more demand. HNTB shared they would be.
Participant shared frustrations that the light at Martin’s Point prioritizes Martin’s
Point traffic leaving the facility.
Participant shares concerns about delivery trucks serving 3’Gs. Currently, trucks
going to this facility have to do a u-turn to access it. Participant asks if any
measures have been taken to accommodate this truck traffic. Additionally,
participant thinks this area may be developed in the future (i.e. a brewery), so
there may be a need to improve accessibility.
Another participant built off-of the other participant’s thoughts and asked if
there’s a way the ramp could be realigned to serve traffic going to 3’Gs.
Participant shares that they think striping could create a straight/left turn lane.

Traffic Table Discussion
Facilitators:



Ed Hanscom, MaineDOT
Paul Godfrey, HNTB

Notetaker: Sarah Maloney, HNTB






Participant asked about type and location of sidewalk. HNTB shared that there
will be sidewalks on both sides of the street, and the multi-use path may connect
to the future greenspace.
Participant asked about potential use of parking spaces. HNTB shared that the
amount of use likely depends on what is put in the available greenspace.
Participant shares that they think that parallel parking in this area could be
challenging.
Participant thanked HNTB and MaineDOT, saying that the work is appreciated
and that the project team is doing a great job. Participant also shared that visuals
and displays were very helpful.
Participant asked that a noise wall be considered.

Session ended – event wrap up

Comment Cards
Transcribed:
Elected to be Contacted by MaineDOT:














1st choice is 2b because it seems safest at Oregon Street.
o Peter Stuckey
o 20 Vail St., Portland
o 207-773-3345 – DOT can call if needed
Eliminating off-ramps would increase safety for the residents of the
neighborhood.
o Tony Rioux
o 19 Bismark St., Portland
o 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed
o Mitmoso5@yahoo.com
We favor 2b – more greenspace in front of homes on Veranda Street.
o Nancy Elias
o 226 Veranda St., Portland
o 207-458-4169 – DOT can call if needed
o Nelias0126@gmail.com
2b is good.
o Rich Elias
o 226 Veranda St. #2, Portland
o 207-649-2507 – DOT can call if needed
o Relias1129@gmail.com
3a is 1st choice, 2b is 2nd choice – bigger buffer for residences to road.
o Rebecca A. Hynd
o 244 Veranda St. #3, Portland
o 207-542-8287 – DOT can call if needed
o rebeccahynd@hotmail.com
3a is 1st choice, 2b is 2nd choice – biggest buffer for residents/owners.
o Gerald LaPlante
o 244 Veranda St. #3, Portland
o 207-835-9636 – DOT can call if needed
o Glaplante1057@yahoo.com
The lost opportunity for a bike path connector through Windsor Heights toward
the Tuckey Bridge is critical. HOW CAN YOU BUILD IN A bike path option?
o John Wensman
o 22 Galvin St., Portland
o 651-315-0524 – DOT can call if needed

Comment Cards
Transcribed:










o jkwensman@gmail.com
Why pave in the greenspace? Gravel or pea stone would allow for drainage.
Connect to the greenway to Portland.
o Tony Rioux
o 19 Bismark St., Portland
o 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed
The greenspace and multi-use path should be built at the same time as the
Veranda St/295 bridge project in order to gain cost efficiencies in terms of
construction and mobilization. The overall project area will be ripped up as part
of the project, it doesn’t make much sense to go back at a later date for the
greenspace and multi-use trail. At the very least this project should ensure that a
multi-use path can connect to Martin’s Point bridge and the trail around Martin’s
Point. Also, the buffered bike lanes should continue across ramp openings and
consider green paint. Additionally, ped buttons for crosswalks should be
accessible to cyclists.
o Kristine Keeney
o 203-530-7194 – DOT can call if needed
o kristine@greenway.org
Don’t need parking on south side of Route 1 as parking is available at Martin’s
Point.
o Tony Rioux
o 19 Bismark St., Portland
o 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed
o Mitmoso5@yahoo.com
Prefer the high visibility crosswalks, radar limit signs, hatched bike lane buffers,
and flashing beacons.
o Nancy Elias
o 226 Veranda St., Portland
o 207-458-4169 – DOT can call if needed
o Nelias0126@gmail.com
Should consider replacing the trees on both sides of the bridge to reduce the
noise in addition to revisit all noise mitigation options.
o Tony Rioux
o 19 Bismark St., Portland
o 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed
o Mitmoso5@yahoo.com

Comment Cards
Transcribed:
Comments by Topic (includes those listed above):


Alignment
o Please no islands on Rte 1 – the ones in Falmouth are bottlenecks – prefer
to have a center turn lane.
 Peg Balano
 22 Riverside Dr., Falmouth
 207-781-2641 – prefers DOT not call
 Peg.balano@gmail.com
st
o 1 choice is 2b because it seems safest at Oregon Street.
 Peter Stuckey
 20 Vail St., Portland
 207-773-3345 – DOT can call if needed
 Stuckeyp42@gmail.com
o We MUST have turn lanes, especially for the left onto SB 295.
 Lori Gibbon
 Falmouth
o Favor Alternative 3b & remove the off-ram – keep traffic away from front
of homes.
 Barbara Gardner
 178 Veranda St., Portland
 207-766-6864
 Barbara.gardner@gmail.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
o Eliminating off-ramps would increase safety for the residents of the
neighborhood.
 Tony Rioux
 19 Bismark St., Portland
 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed
 Mitmoso5@yahoo.com
o We favor 2b – more greenspace in front of homes on Veranda Street.
 Nancy Elias
 226 Veranda St., Portland
 207-458-4169 – DOT can call if needed
 Nelias0126@gmail.com

Comment Cards
Transcribed:
o Alignment 2a or 2b will work best. Love the greenspace and also if there
must be parking, I like the [5 and 5 approach].
 Sandy Donahue
 9 Wordsworth St., Portland
 207-773-1410
 sekld@msn.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
o 2b is good.
 Rich Elias
 226 Veranda St. #2, Portland
 207-649-2507 – DOT can call if needed
 Relias1129@gmail.com
o Prefer 2b!!! Like the greenspace on the north side in front of the homes.
Keep it simple, reduce signage (High Wind Area).
 Cheri Juniewicz
 38 Bismark St., Portland
 cj@maine.rr.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
o 3b.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o 2b – for us we could park cars on new extended driveway.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o I prefer 3b – please!
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o 3a first, then 2b second. Great balance for greenspace and buffer for the
neighborhood.
 Dane Hutchins
 226 Veranda St. #1, Portland
 207-233-4782
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
o 3a is 1st choice, 2b is 2nd choice – bigger buffer for residences to road.
 Rebecca A. Hynd
 244 Veranda St. #3, Portland
 207-542-8287 – DOT can call if needed
 rebeccahynd@hotmail.com
o 3a is 1st choice, 2b is 2nd choice – biggest buffer for residents/owners.
 Gerald LaPlante

Comment Cards
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244 Veranda St. #3, Portland
207-835-9636 – DOT can call if needed
Glaplante1057@yahoo.com

Bike/Ped
o Continue “Future Path” to connect while equipment is available.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o This project (and future projects) should include dedicated bike lanes – the
preferred path for this is alongside the water.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o The lost opportunity for a bike path connector through Windsor Heights
toward the Tuckey Bridge is critical. HOW CAN YOU BUILD IN A bike
path option?
 John Wensman
 22 Galvin St., Portland
 651-315-0524 – DOT can call if needed
 jkwensman@gmail.com
o Could there be some greenspace between bike/walk lane and traffic lane?
 Cynthia Getchell
 207-730-0750
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
Construction
o Please replace the noise and vibration barriers. We NEED barriers and
NOW is the time.
 Barbara Gardner
 178 Veranda St., Portland
 207-766-6864
 Barbara.gardner@gmail.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
Greenspace
o Likes the idea of a rain garden in the area and would like to see any lighting
used be dark sky friendly. Recommends removal of parking space as there
are additional public parking opportunities at Martin’s Point. Would also
like the space to be constructed so trash pickup is easier. Also likes the
splitting of greenspace between naturalized area along water and along
sidewalks on residents side.
 Cheri Juniewicz
 38 Bismark St., Portland

Comment Cards
Transcribed:
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

 cj@maine.rr.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
Provide manmade hill for sitting and watching harbor traffic and include
granite blocks for seating.
 Andrew Chapman
 20 Berwick St., Portland
 207-776-1122
 achapman@maine.rr.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
For benches, consider granite slabs like the benches at Martin’s Point
bridge with similar lighting if possible.
 Holly Winger
 12 Bayshore Dr., Falmouth
 207-671-7773 – prefers DOT not call
 Holly.winger@gmail.com
Make path in greenspace stone dust NOT paved for more naturalized
greenspace NOT lawn on south side of Veranda – Road bikes can ride
road.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
The more public greenspace the better!
 Bonnie Wedster
 Oregon St., Portland
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
Keep greenspace naturalized, not a formal park.
 Cynthia Getchell
 207-730-0750
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
The more greenspace the better.
 Donna Lawlor
 20 US 1, Falmouth
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
Why pave in the greenspace? Gravel or pea stone would allow for
drainage. Connect to the greenway to Portland.
 Tony Rioux
 19 Bismark St., Portland
 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed
 Mitmoso5@yahoo.com

Comment Cards
Transcribed:



o The greenspace and multi-use path should be built at the same time as the
Veranda St/295 bridge project in order to gain cost efficiencies in terms of
construction and mobilization. The overall project area will be ripped up as
part of the project, it doesn’t make much sense to go back at a later date
for the greenspace and multi-use trail. At the very least this project should
ensure that a multi-use path can connect to Martin’s Point bridge and the
trail around Martin’s Point. Also, the buffered bike lanes should continue
across ramp openings and consider green paint. Additionally, ped buttons
for crosswalks should be accessible to cyclists.
 Kristine Keeney
 203-530-7194 – DOT can call if needed
 kristine@greenway.org
Safety
o Parking only for handicapped spaces as driveways on Veranda will be
longer for resident parking.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o NO parking/parking will only be increased by increasing the length of
driveways.
 Barbara Gardner
 178 Veranda St., Portland
 207-766-6864
 Barbara.gardner@gmail.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
o Don’t need parking on south side of Route 1 as parking is available at
Martin’s Point.
 Tony Rioux
 19 Bismark St., Portland
 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed
 Mitmoso5@yahoo.com
o Please no turn lanes or parking lots! Love the lights, keep it simple, bike
sensitive traffic light should be included, and the geometry of turns should
be reduced.
 Cheri Juniewicz
 38 Bismark St., Portland
 cj@maine.rr.com
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not

Comment Cards
Transcribed:



o Eliminate south side parking – do not need additional pavement, there is
available parking for public in lower Martin’s Point lot designated when
purchased. Support the high visibility crosswalks and support noise
mitigation – replacing trees at minimum.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o Encouraged by bike, ped, greenspace, and attention to safety on the
project. Big yes to more signal lights.
 Lynn Dumbly
 20 US 1, Falmouth
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
o Prefer the high visibility crosswalks, radar limit signs, hatched bike lane
buffers, and flashing beacons.
 Nancy Elias
 226 Veranda St., Portland
 207-458-4169 – DOT can call if needed
 Nelias0126@gmail.com
o Pro center turn lane for safety reasons! It is also consistent with Route 1,
Falmouth.
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o Eliminate parking on south side and utilize parking at Martin’s Points,
include tighter turning radiuses at intersection. And no turning lanes to
naturally slow speed.
 Cynthia Getchell
 207-730-0750
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
Traffic
o Noise barriers on 295 – trees at the least.
 Cynthia Getchell
 207-730-0750
 No indication given whether DOT can call or not
o Sound barriers on 295!!!
 No name or contact information left on back of card
o Should consider replacing the trees on both sides of the bridge to reduce
the noise in addition to revisit all noise mitigation options.
 Tony Rioux
 19 Bismark St., Portland
 207-730-0772 – DOT can call if needed

Comment Cards
Transcribed:



Mitmoso5@yahoo.com

General
o Have city post meeting notifications on website.

How Did You Hear About the Project?
Transcribed:
Name
Judy Souviney
Matthew Cardian
Rod Bernier
Peter
Ken
Tony
(no name left
Holly Winger
Kristine Keeney
Bill Richards
Sue Bardwell
Dane Hutchins
Nathan Hankia
Tony
Cynthia
Peter
Bradley
David
Robert
Kara
Jaime Parker
Richard Hutch
Michelle Noyes
Paul

Preferred Method of Contact

Response
Bike Coalition of Maine
Neighbor who lives in the area
Mailing to mother-in-law
Lines off Veranda Street
Facebook
Newspaper
Neighbor & Mailer
Martins Point Facebook
Facebook
Last Meeting, Mailer, Email
Twitter
Email
Mailer
Last meeting
Last meeting
Landlord & mailer
Mailer & Facebook
Neighbor & Last meeting
Mailer
Has been working with city staff on
project
Mailer
Mailer
Resident
Facebook

How Did You Hear About the Project?
Transcribed:
Betty Pojak
Rebecca
Gerald LaPlante
Lori Gibbon
Jake
Michael Banks
Tim
Bonnie
(no name left)
Mike
Lynn
Clair
Jon Barton
Sandy Donahue
Cheri
Peg & Jeff Balene
Barbara Gardner
Chris Wallace
Tyler Trotman
Matt Dube
Tom Burns
John Wensman

Resident
Mailer
Mailer
Mailer
From Martins Point
Public Notice
Mailer
Heard from landscape architect
Facebook
Mailing
Mailer
Lives in neighborhood
Mailer
Mailer
Mailer
Mailer
Email
Mailer
Live near the project
Live near the project
Facebook
Mailing

Welcome!
Veranda Street Bridge
Replacement Project
Workshop

Where I Live and Work

Why the Project?
To Replace the Veranda Street Bridge
with a shorter, low-maintenance structure
and to reconfigure Veranda Street
to improve public safety.

Veranda Street Bridge:
Anticipated Project Schedule
Dec. 2017:
Alternatives Study
Completed

Dec. 2018:
Draft Preliminary Design
Report Completed

~January 2020:
Final Design Complete /
Project Advertisement

Public Outreach

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
~April 2021
Lateral Slide

We Are Here:
Public
Workshop

Spring 2019
Formal Public
Meeting
~April 2020
Through Nov. 2021:
Bridge and Roadway
Construction

Baseline Alignment
Alternative No. 1

OLYMPIA ST.

NORTH

TO FALMOUTH

Road in North Span of Existing Bridge
Olympia St. Intersection:
Moved 0 Feet South
Oregon St. Intersection:
Moved 0 Feet South
Green Space South of Veranda Street: 1.7 Acres

Road Alignments in North Span
of Existing Bridge
Alternative 2a
OLYMPIA ST.

NORTH
TO FALMOUTH

Road in North Span of Existing Bridge
Olympia St. Intersection:
Moved 9 Feet South
Oregon St. Intersection:
Moved 9 Feet South
Green Space South of Veranda Street: 1.5 Acres

OLYMPIA ST.

Alternative 2b
NORTH
TO FALMOUTH

Road in North Span of Existing Bridge
Olympia St. Intersection:
Moved 19 Feet South
Oregon St. Intersection:
Moved 27 Feet South
Green Space South of Veranda Street: 1.4 Acres

Road Alignments in Center Span
of Existing Bridge
OLYMPIA ST.

Alternative 3a
TO FALMOUTH

Road in Center Span of Existing Bridge
Olympia St. Intersection:
Moved 51 Feet South
Oregon St. Intersection:
Moved 16 Feet South
Green Space South of Veranda Street: 0.8 Acres

OLYMPIA ST.

Alternative 3b
NORTH
TO FALMOUTH

Road in Center Span of Existing Bridge
Olympia St. Intersection:
Moved 24 Feet South
Oregon St. Intersection:
Moved 10 Feet South
Green Space South of Veranda Street: 1.2 Acres

Street Frontage & Sight Distance
Existing Configuration
Line of sight

Buildings, landscaping and parked
vehicles limit sight lines (shown in
yellow for illustrative purposes only)

Sample Proposed Configuration
Line of sight

Shifting roadway south, and relocating
parking, improves sight lines

Proposed Detour Routes
Interstate Through Traffic

Northbound Interstate Traffic

Southbound Interstate Traffic

I-295, Exit 10
I-295, Exit 10

I-295, Exit 9

Southbound Route 1 Traffic

Northbound Route 1 Traffic

I-295, Exit 8

Southbound Route 88 Traffic

I-295, Exit 11

I-295, Exit 11

I-295, Exit 9

I-295, Exit 8

I-295, Exit 8

I-295, Exit 8

I-295 Southbound: Two Lane Off Ramp

Exit 9 Off Ramp

Exit 8 On Ramp

Center Turning Lane
Without Center Turning Lane
NORTH

No dedicated
left turn lane

Roadway width of 36 feet
between curb lines
Multi-use path on
south side of road

With Center Turning Lane
NORTH
Dedicated
left turn lane

Sidewalk on
south side of road

Striped median
(not raised island)

Roadway width of 47 feet
between curb lines

Safety & Traffic Calming
High Visibility Crosswalks

Radar Speed Limit Signs

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons

Hatched Bike Lane Buffers

Painted Bike Lanes

On-Street Parking
Original Parking Configuration
No Parking along north curb
line to improve line of sight
from side roads and driveways

NORTH

Single group of ten
parking spaces

Separated Parking Configuration
NORTH

Two groups of five
parking spaces

No Parking along north curb
line to improve line of sight
from side roads and driveways

Narrowing of roadway to
promote slower speeds

Existing Buried Utilities

OLYMPIA ST.

NORTH

TO FALMOUTH

SEWER
TELEPHONE
WATER
GAS
STORM DRAIN

Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations

10’ Multi-Use
Trail

6’ Sidewalks

5’ Buffered
Bike Lanes

Multi-Use Path
Through Green Space
(By City of Portland)

SOUTHBOUND & NORTHBOUND ROADWAY
6’-0”
Sidewalk

7’-0”
Bike &
Buffer

11’-0”
Lane

11’-0”
Lane

7’-0”
Bike &
Buffer

GREEN SPACE
6’-0”
Sidewalk

Center Span With Maximum Shift to the North

Multi-Use
Path

